Read a question according to the card you receive from the teacher and then ask a classmate that question. Then tell the teacher what was said using direct or indirect speech. When you have done this the teacher will give you another card from the deck.

What do you like to do at the beach?  ——> Kevin said, 'I like to sunbathe at the beach.'

2. What do you like to do at the beach?
3. Do you like to snorkel?
4. Do you like to splash?
5. Do you like to sunbathe?
6. Do you like to windsurf?
7. Do you like to surf?
8. Do you like to dive?
9. Do you like to build sandcastles?
10. Do you like to collect shells?
   Jack. Do you like to dig holes?
   Queen. Do you like to jet-ski?
   King. Do you like to water-ski?
   Ace. Do you like to kayak?
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